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Abstract. Parallel evolutionary algorithms, studied to some extent over

the past few years, have proven empirically worthwhile|though there

seems to be lacking a better understanding of their workings. In this pa-

per we concentrate on cellular (�ne-grained) models, presenting a number

of statistical measures, both at the genotypic and phenotypic levels. We

demonstrate the application and utility of these measures on a speci�c

example, that of the cellular programming evolutionary algorithm, when

used to evolve solutions to a hard problem in the cellular-automata do-

main, known as synchronization.

1 Introduction

Parallel evolutionary algorithms have been studied to some extent over the past

few years. A basic tenet of such parallel algorithms is that the population has a
spatial structure. A number of models based on this observation have been pro-

posed, the two most important being the island model and the grid model. The

coarse-grained island model features geographically separated subpopulations of

relatively large size. Subpopulations exchange information by having some in-

dividuals migrate from one subpopulation to another with a given frequency

and according to various migrational patterns. This can work to o�set prema-
ture convergence, by periodically reinjecting diversity into otherwise converging

subpopulations. In the �ne-grained grid model individuals are placed on a d-

dimensional grid (where d = 1; 2; 3 is used in practice), one individual per grid

location (this location is often referred to as a cell, and hence the �ne-grained

approach is also known as cellular). Fitness evaluation is done simultaneously

for all individuals, with genetic operators (selection, crossover, mutation) tak-
ing place locally within a small neighborhood. From an implementation point

of view, coarse-grained island models, where the ratio of computation to com-

munication is high, are more adapted to multiprocessor systems or workstation

clusters, whereas �ne-grained cellular models are better suited for massively

parallel machines or specialized hardware. Hybrid models are also possible, e.g.,

one might consider an island model in which each island is structured as a grid
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of locally interacting individuals. For a recent review of parallel evolutionary
algorithms (including several references) the reader is referred to [16].

Though such parallel models have proven empirically worthwhile [1, 4, 7, 8,

10, 15, 17], there seems to be lacking a better understanding of their workings.

Gaining insight into the mechanisms of parallel evolutionary algorithms calls

for the introduction of statistical measures of analysis. This is the underlying

motivation of our paper. Speci�cally, concentrating on cellular models, our ob-
jectives are: (1) to introduce several statistical measures of interest, both at the

genotypic and phenotypic levels, that are useful for analyzing the workings of

�ne-grained parallel evolutionary algorithms, and (2) to demonstrate the appli-

cation and utility of these measures on a speci�c example, that of the cellular

programming evolutionary algorithm [12]. Among the few theoretical works car-

ried out to date, one can cite M�uhlenbein [9], Cant�u-Paz and Goldberg [2], and
Rudolph and Sprave [11]. The latter treated a special case of �ne-grained cellular

algorithms, studying its convergence properties; however, they did not present

statistical measures as done herein.

We begin in Section 2 by describing the cellular programming evolutionary

algorithm and the synchronization task. Section 3 introduces basic formal def-

initions, and various statistical measures used in the analysis of cellular evolu-
tionary algorithms. In Section 4, we apply the statistics of Section 3 to analyze

the cellular programming algorithm when used to evolve solutions to the syn-

chronization problem. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 Evolving Cellular Automata

2.1 Cellular automata

Our evolving machines are based on the cellular automata model. Cellular au-
tomata (CA) are dynamical systems in which space and time are discrete. A

cellular automaton consists of an array of cells, each of which can be in one of

a �nite number of possible states, updated synchronously in discrete time steps,

according to a local, identical interaction rule. The state of a cell at the next time

step is determined by the previous states of a surrounding neighborhood of cells.

This transition is usually speci�ed in the form of a rule table, delineating the
cell's next state for each possible neighborhood con�guration [12]. The cellular

array (grid) is d-dimensional, where d = 1; 2; 3 is used in practice; in this paper

we shall concentrate on d = 1. For such one-dimensional CAs, a cell is connected

to r local neighbors (cells) on either side, where r is a parameter referred to as

the radius (thus, each cell has 2r + 1 neighbors, including itself).

The model investigated in this paper is an extension of the CA model, termed
non-uniform cellular automata [12,14]. Such automata function in the same way

as uniform ones, the only di�erence being in the cellular rules that need not be

identical for all cells. Our main focus is on the evolution of non-uniform CAs to

perform computational tasks, using the cellular programming approach. Thus,

rather than seek a single rule that must be universally applied to all cells in the

grid, each cell is allowed to \choose" its own rule through evolution.
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2.2 The cellular programming algorithm

Each cell of the non-uniform, r = 1 CA contains an 8-bit genome, which de�nes

its rule table. Our interest is in evolving these initially random genomes so that

the CA as a whole comes to perform a given task. The CA is presented with a
random initial con�guration and runs for a �xed number of time steps. Observing

the �nal steps, cells that exhibit good performance on the task at hand are

assigned a �tness score of 1, while the other cells are assigned a score of 0. This

is repeated for several hundred random con�gurations, thus allowing each cell

to accumulate �tness points. Low-�tness cells then replace their genomes with

the crossed-over and mutated genomes of their higher-�tness neighbors. The
evolutionary process continually alternates between a series of random initial

con�gurations (�tness runs) and the application of genetic operators (in a local

manner). For details see [12,13].

2.3 The synchronization task

The one-dimensional synchronization task was introduced by Das et al. [5], and

studied by Hordijk [6] and Sipper [12,13], the latter using non-uniform CAs. In

this task the CA, given any initial con�guration, must reach a �nal con�guration,

within M time steps, that oscillates between all 0s and all 1s on successive

time steps. The synchronization task comprises a non-trivial computation for a

small-radius CA. Using cellular programming we evolved non-uniform CAs that
successfully solve this task. Fitness was computed by considering the last four

time steps for a given initial con�guration, with each cell in the largest block of

cells oscillating in the correct manner receiving a �tness score of one.

3 Statistical Measures

3.1 Basic de�nitions and notation

In this section we formally de�ne the basic elements used in this paper. A pop-

ulation is a collection of individuals (cells), each represented by a genotype. A
genotype is not necessarily unique|it may occur several times in the population.

In addition, as the population considered has a topology, the spatial distribution

of the genotypes is of interest. Let n be the number of individuals in the system.

Let Ri, 1 � i � n be the genome of the ith individual. Let � be the space of

genotypes and G(� ) be the space of all possible populations. Let f() be the

�tness of an individual having genotype  2 � . When the cells are arranged in
a row, as is the case in the example of Section 2, a population can be de�ned as

a vector of n genotypes x = (R1; : : : ; Rn).

For all populations x 2 G(� ), an occupancy function nx:� ! N is de�ned,

such that, for all  2 � , nx() is the number of individuals in x sharing the

same genotype , i.e., the occupancy number of  in x. The size of population

x, kxk, is de�ned as kxk �
P

2� nx().
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We can now de�ne a share function qx:� ! [0; 1] giving the fraction qx()
of individuals in x that have genotype , i.e., qx() = nx()=kxk.

Consider the probability space (�; 2� ; �), where 2� is the algebra of the

parts of � and � is any probability measure on � . Let us denote by ~� the

probability of generating a population x 2 G(� ) by extracting n genotypes from
� according to measure �. It can be shown that it is su�cient to know either of

the two measures|� (over the genotypes) or ~� (over the populations)|in order

to reconstruct the other.

The �tness function establishes a morphism from genotypes into real num-

bers. If genotypes are distributed over � according to a given probability measure
�, then their �tness will be distributed over the reals according to a probabil-

ity measure � obtained from � by applying the same morphism. This can be

summarized by the following diagram:

�
f
�! IR

o o

� �

(1)

The probability �(v) of a given �tness value v 2 [0;+1) is de�ned as the

probability that an individual extracted from � according to measure � has

�tness v (or, if we think of �tness values as a continuous space, the probability

density of �tness v): for all v 2 [0;+1), �(v) = �(f�1(v)), where f�1(v) � f 2

� : f() = vg.

An evolutionary algorithm can be regarded as a time-discrete stochastic pro-

cess

fXt(!)gt=0;1;2;:::; (2)

having the probability space (
;F ;P ) as its base space, (G(� ); 2G(� )) as its
state space, and the natural numbers as the set of times, here called generations.


 might be thought of as the set of all the evolutionary trajectories, F is a

�-algebra on 
, and P is a probability measure over F .

The transition function of the evolutionary process, in turn based on the

de�nition of the genetic operators, de�nes a sequence of probability measures
over the generations.

Let ~�t denote the probability measure on the state space at time t; for all

populations x 2 G(� ),

~�t(x) = Pf! 2 
 : Xt(!) = xg: (3)

In the same way, let �t denote the probability measure on space (�; 2� ) at time

t; for all  2 � ,

�t() = P [� = j� 2 Xt(!)]: (4)

Similarly, we de�ne the sequence of probability functions �t(�) as follows: for

all v 2 [0;+1) and t 2 N ,

�t(v) = �t(f
�1(v)): (5)
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In the next two subsections we introduce several statistics pertaining to cellu-
lar evolutionary algorithms: genotypic statistics, which embody aspects related

to the genotypes of individuals in a population, and phenotypic statistics, which

concern properties of individual performance (�tness) for the problem at hand.

Keeping in mind the synchronization problem studied herein, we concentrate on

a one-dimensional spatial structure. We present a more complete set of measures

as well as detailed proofs of the propositions given below in [3].

3.2 Genotypic statistics

One important class of statistics consists of various genotypic diversity indices
(within the population) whose de�nitions are based on the occupancy and share

functions delineated below.

Occupancy and share functions. At any time t 2 N , for all  2 � , nXt
()

is a discrete random variable with binomial distribution

P [nXt
() = k] =

�
n

k

�
�t()

k[1� �t()]
n�k; (6)

thus, E[nXt
()] = n�t() and Var[nXt

()] = n�t()[1� �t()]. The share func-

tion qXt
() is perhaps more interesting, because it is an estimator of the prob-

ability measure �t(); its mean and variance can be calculated from those of
nXt

(), yielding

E[qXt
()] = �t() and Var[qXt

()] =
�t()[1 � �t()]

n
: (7)

Structure. Statistics in this category measure properties of the population

structure, that is, how individuals are spatially distributed.

Frequency of transitions. The frequency of transitions �(x) of a population x of
n individuals (cells) is de�ned as the number of borders between homogeneous

blocks of cells having the same genotype, divided by the number of distinct

couples of adjacent cells. Another way of putting it is that �(x) is the probability

that two adjacent individuals (cells) have di�erent genotypes, i.e., belong to two

di�erent blocks.

Formally, the frequency of transitions �(x) for a one-dimensional grid struc-

ture can be expressed as

�(x) =
1

n

nX
i=1

�
Ri 6= R(imodn)+1

�
; (8)

where [P ] denotes the indicator function of proposition P .
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Diversity. There are a number of concievable ways to measure genotypic diver-
sity, two of which we de�ne below: population entropy, and the probability that

two individuals in the population have di�erent genotypes.

Entropy. The entropy of a population x of size n is de�ned as

H(x) =
X
2�

qx() log
1

qx()
: (9)

Entropy takes on values in the interval [0; log n] and attains its maximum,

H(x) = log n, when x comprises n di�erent genotypes.

Diversity indices. The probability that two individuals randomly chosen from x

have di�erent genotypes is denoted by D(x).

Index D(Xt) is an estimator of quantity

X
2�

�t() (1� �t()) = 1�
X
2�

�t()
2; (10)

which relates to the \breadth" of measure �t.

Proposition 1 Let x be a population of n individuals with genotypes in � . Then,

D(x) =
n

n� 1

X
2�

qx()(1 � qx()): (11)

Proof. See [3].

We observe that for all populations x 2 G(� ),

D(x) �
H(x)

log n
: (12)

One can observe that D(x) rises more steeply than entropy as diversity increases.

An interesting relationship between D and � is given by the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 2 Given a random one-dimensional linear population x of size n,

the expected frequency of transitions will be given by

E[�(x)] = D(x): (13)

Proof. See [3].

3.3 Phenotypic statistics

Phenotypic statistics deal with properties of phenotypes, which means, primarily,

�tness. Associated with a population x of individuals, there is a �tness distribu-

tion. We will denote by �x its (discrete) probability function.
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Performance. The performance of population x is de�ned as its average �tness,
or the expected �tness of an individual randomly extracted from x, E[�x].

Diversity. The most straightforward measure of phenotypic diversity of a pop-

ulation x is the variance of its �tness distribution, �2(x) = Var[�x].

Structure. Statistics in this category measure how �tness is spatially dis-

tributed across the individuals in a population.

Ruggedness. Ruggedness measures the dependency of an individual's �tness on
its neighbors' �tnesses. For a one-dimensional population, x, of size n, x 2 G(� ),

ruggedness can be de�ned as follows:

�2(x) =
1

n

nX
i=1

�
1�

1 + 2f(Ri)

1 + f(R(imodn)+1) + f(R(i�2modn)+1)

�2
: (14)

Notice that �2(x) is independent of the �tness magnitude in population x,

i.e., of performance E[�x].

4 Results and Analysis

Using the di�erent measures presented in the previous section we analyzed the

processes taking place during the execution of the cellular programming algo-

rithm presented in Section 2. This was carried out for the synchronization task

for CAs of size 150. The results are based on 75 runs. (Additional tasks are
studied in [3].)

The evolutionary dynamics of the synchronization task were found to exhibit

at most three �tness phases: a low-�tness phase, followed by a rapid-increase
phase, ending with a high-�tness phase. Note that for this task a successful run

is considered to be one where a perfect �tness value of 1.0 is attained. The evo-

lutionary runs can be classi�ed into four distinct classes, two of which represent

successful runs (Figures 1a and 1b), the other two representing unsuccessful runs

(Figures 1c and 1d). The classi�cation is based on the number of phases exhib-

ited during evolution. We �rst present some general trends, followed by detailed
results of our experiments according to these three �tness phases.

In all runs the entropy (H) falls from a high of approximately 0.8 to a low

of approximately 0.7 within the �rst 20 generations, and from then on generally

tends to decline. Though this decline is not monotonic, the entropy always ends
up below 0.4. This fall in entropy is due to two factors. First, we observed in

all runs a steep drop in the transition frequency (�) in the �rst few generations,

followed by an almost continuous drop in the subsequent generations. Though

it may be intuitive that, given the possibility of rule replication between neigh-

boring cells after each generation, blocks will tend to form, our measures now

provide us with quantitative evidence. We noted that the transition frequency
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(�) progresses towards an oscillatory state about values below 0.3. The second
factor involved in the lower entropy is the number of rules. One can see directly

that low � implies few rules. This is corroborated by the diversity (D) measure's

decreasing trend.

For the the task studied herein the objective is to reach a high average �tness

over the entire population, rather than consider just the highest-�tness individual

cell. Thus, intuitively we can expect that the phenotypic variance will tend to

be minimized, and we can factually check that both the �tness variance (�2)
and ruggedness (�2) are always very low towards the end of an evolutionary run.

Usually the evolved CA had less than 10 di�erent rules out of the 256 possible

ones. We now detail the �tness phases.

(b)(a)

(c) (d)

Phase I II I II III

Phase I I II III

generationsgenerations

generations generations

fi
tn

es
s

fi
tn

es
s

fi
tn

es
s

fi
tn

es
s

Fig. 1. The evolutionary runs for the synchronization task can be classi�ed into four

distinct classes, based on the three observed �tness phases: phase I (low �tness), phase

II (rapid �tness increase), and phase III (high �tness). (a) Successful run, exhibiting

but the �rst two phases. The solution is found at the end of phase II. (b) Successful

run, exhibiting all three phases. The solution is found at the end of phase III. (c)

Unsuccessful run, \stuck" in phase I. (d) Unsuccessful run, exhibiting all three phases.

Phase III does not give rise to a perfect solution.

Phase I: Low �tness. This phase is characterized by an average �tness of 0.5,

with an extremely low �tness variance. However, while exhibiting phenotypic
(�tness) \calmness," this phase is marked by high underlying genotypic ac-

tivity: the entropy (H) steadily decreases, and the number of rules strongly

diminishes. An unsuccessful type-c run (Figure 1c) results from \genotypic

failure" in this phase. To explain this, let us �rst note that for the syn-

chronization task, only rules with neighborhoods 111 mapped to 0 and 000

mapped to 1 may appear in a successful solution. This is the \good" quad-
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rant of the rule space, whereas the \bad" quadrant is the one that comprises
rules mapping 111 to 1 and 000 to 0. The low �tness variance, indicating a

weak selection pressure, may explain why, in type-c runs, the grid evolves

towards the bad quadrant. Only the mutation operator can possibly hoist

the evolutionary process out of this trap. However, it is usually insu�cient

in itself, at least with the mutation rate used herein (0.001). Thus, in such

a case the algorithm is stuck in a local minimum, and �tness never ascends
beyond 0.53 (Figure 1c).

Phase II: Rapid �tness increase. A rapid increase of �tness characterizes
this phase, its onset marked by the attainment of a 0.54 �tness value (at

least). This comes about when a su�ciently large block of rules from the

good quadrant emerges through the evolutionary process. In a relatively

short time after this emergence (less than 100 generations), evolved rules

over the entire grid all end up in the good quadrant of the rule space; this is

coupled with a high �tness variance (�2). This variance then drops sharply,
while the average �tness steadily increases, reaching a value of 0.8 at the

end of this phase. Another characteristic of this phase is the sharp drop

in entropy. On certain runs a perfect CA was found directly at the end of

this stage, thus bringing the evolutionary process to a successful conclusion

(Figure 1a).

Phase III: High �tness. The transition from phase II to phase III is not clear

cut, but we observed that when a �tness of approximately 0.82 is reached,

the �tness average then begins to oscillate between 0.65 and 0.99. During
this phase the �tness variance also oscillates between approximately 0 and

0.3. While low, this variance is still higher than that of phase I. Whereas

in phases I and II we observed a clear decreasing trend for entropy (H), in

this phase entropy exhibits an oscillatory pattern between values of approx-

imately 0.3 and 0.5. We conclude that when order (low entropy) is too high,

disorder is reinjected into the evolutionary process, while remaining in the
good quadrant of the rule space; hence the oscillatory behavior. On certain

runs it took several hundred generations in this phase to evolve a perfect

CA|this is a success of type b (Figure 1b). Finally, on other runs no per-

fect CA was found, though phase III was reached and very high �tness was

attained. This is a type-d unsuccessful run (Figure 1d) which does not di�er

signi�cantly from type-b successful runs.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we introduced several statistical measures of interest, both at the

genotypic and phenotypic levels, that are useful for analyzing the workings of

�ne-grained parallel evolutionary algorithms in general. We then demonstrated

their application and utility on a speci�c example, that of the cellular program-

ming evolutionary algorithm, which we employed to evolve solutions to the syn-
chronization problem.

We observed the notable di�erence between activity at the genotypic level
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and at the phenotypic level, which we were able to study quantitatively. The
synchronization task was seen to undergo (at most) three �tness phases, the

nature of which (or the absence of which) served to distinguish between four

types of evolutionary runs.

Parallel evolutionary algorithms have been receiving increased attention in

recent years. Gaining a better understanding of their workings and of their un-

derlying mechanisms thus presents an important research challenge. We hope
that the work presented herein represents a small step in this direction.
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